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Abstract. The growing popularity of multi-threading has led to a great
number of software libraries that support access by multiple threads. We
present Local/Global Finite State Machines (LGFSMs) as a model for a
certain class of multithreaded libraries. We have developed a tool called
Beacon that does parameterized model checking of LGFSMs . We demon-
strate the expressiveness of LGFSMs as models, and the effectiveness of
Beacon as a model checking tool by (1) modeling a multithreaded mem-
ory manager Rockall developed at Microsoft Research as an LGFSM ,
and (2) using Beacon to check a critical safety property of Rockall.

1 Introduction

Software libraries traditionally have been designed for use by single-
threaded clients. Due to the increasing use of multi-threading both on
servers and clients, most libraries designed today accommodate simul-
taneous access by a multitude of threads. A software library typically
provides its interface through a set of functions that a thread can call.
In the context of the object-oriented paradigm, the library might simply
export a set of classes and make its services accessible via the public meth-
ods of these classes. Furthermore, the library usually maintains internal
state (using member variables of classes) which can be modified during
the execution of invoked methods. Even though multiple threads can ac-
cess a library simultaneously, the library provides a consistent sequential
semantics to all threads.

We are interested in checking properties of multithreaded software
libraries. In particular, we are interested in checking that a library is well-
behaved with respect to sequences of calls made upon it by a multitude
of client threads. For object-oriented libraries this boils down to checking
if the internal state of the library is always correct irrespective of the
number of threads calling it and the interleaving of the executions of the
calls made by these threads. More precisely, we want to ensure that the
library is thread-safe.
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We recently proposed boolean programs [BR00b, BR00a] as a model
for representing abstractions of imperative programs written in languages
such as C. Boolean programs are imperative programs in which all vari-
ables have boolean type. Boolean programs contain procedures with call-
by-value parameter passing and recursion. Questions such as invariant
checking and termination (which are undecidable in general) are decid-
able for boolean programs.

In order to model multi-threaded programs, we have extended the
boolean program model with threads. Threads in a multi-threaded
boolean program execute asynchronously, and communicate with each
other using shared global variables. If B1 and B2 are two threads of a
boolean program, we denote their asynchronous composition by B1‖B2.
Unfortunately, even for boolean programs with only two threads, invariant
checking is undecidable (this can be proved along the lines of [Ram99]).

Nonetheless, in practice we believe that the interaction between
threads (in boolean programs as well as programs in general) usually
can be modeled by a finite state machine. Therefore, we further abstract
each thread of a boolean program to a LGFSM (local/global finite state
machine), which makes the distinction between local and (shared) global
states explicit. The relationship between a boolean program B and its
LGFSM abstraction F is one of refinement: the boolean program refines
the interaction behavior specified by its LGFSM abstraction. We write
this as B ⇒ F .

Suppose B1 and B2 are two threads of a boolean program B, whose
interactions are described by LGFSMs F1 and F2 respectively. Then the
following proof rule can be used to check if the composition of B1 and B2

satisfies invariant ϕ:

(1) B1 ⇒ F1

(2) B2 ⇒ F2

(3) F1‖F2 |= ϕ

(4) B1‖B2 |= ϕ

Note that proof obligations (1) and (2) involve checking refinement be-
tween a boolean program, and an LGFSM , and proof obligation (3) in-
volves checking if a composition of two LGFSMs satisfies an invariant.
All these questions are decidable.

Now, suppose that we want to check if a boolean program with an
arbitrary number of threads satisfies an invariant ϕ. Let B∗ denote the
composition of an arbitrary number of threads of a boolean program B.
Then the following proof rule can be used to check if B∗ satisfies invariant
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ϕ:

(5) B ⇒ F
(6) F ∗ |= ϕ

(7) B∗ |= ϕ

In this paper, we give an algorithm to automatically check proof obli-
gation(6), which has been implemented in a tool called Beacon. We model
each thread (F ) of a multi-threaded library by a local/global finite state
machine, or LGFSM . An arbitrary number of instances of an LGFSM
comprise a parameterized library system, or PLS for short. We consider
the question of whether or not a particular global state (a particular
valuation to the global variables) is reachable in a PLS . We show that
this problem is decidable, even when there are an arbitrary number of
LGFSMs .

The results of this paper are four-fold:

– We formally define the LGFSM and PLS models, which can be used
to model a wide class of concurrent software systems, namely those in
which multiple anonymous clients require the services of a centralized
library.

– Given a PLS system with m global states and n local states, we
show that: (1) a global state is reachable in a PLS comprised of an
arbitrary number of threads iff it is reachable in a PLS comprised of
2mn! threads; (2) the global state reachability problem for a PLS can
be decided deterministically in space O(22nlog(n)+2loglog(m)) and time
O(222nlog(n)+2loglog(m)

). These complexity results are based directly on
the work of Rackoff [Rac78].

– We present an LGFSM model of an industrial-strength multi-
threaded memory manager called Rockall, developed in Microsoft
Research. Rockall is written in C++. We manually wrote a boolean
program abstraction of a single thread of Rockall, and (automati-
cally) inlined the procedure calls to obtain a LGFSM . The LGFSM
model has m = 2048 global states and n = 256 local states. In the
LGFSM for Rockall, the global states represent the internal data
structures of the memory manager while the local states represent
the states of the clients of the memory manager.

– We present an algorithm for checking the reachability of a global state
in a PLS that is similar to the algorithm for computing the minimal
coverability graph for Petri nets presented in [Fin93]. The algorithm
has been implemented in a tool called Beacon. When applied to the
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Rockall model, Beacon was able to prove a critical safety property of
the model in about 4 hours, despite the fact that the algorithm might
have had to explore a system with 2× 2048256! threads, in the worst
case.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the LGFSM and
PLS models, defines the global state reachability problem and shows that
it is decidable. Section 3 introduces the Rockall memory manager and
describes our LGFSM model of Rockall. Section 4 gives our algorithm
for determining the reachability of a global state in a PLS , proves that
the algorithm terminates and is sound and complete, and describes our
experiences applying Beacon to Rockall. Section 5 discusses related work
and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Modeling Multi-threaded Libraries

This section formally defines the concepts of the local/global finite-state
machine (LGFSM ) model and a parameterized library system (PLS ),
presents the reachability problem for a PLS , and shows that this problem
is decidable. Finally it highlights some relationships between PLS and
Petri nets.

2.1 Model

An LGFSM P is a 4-tuple 〈ΛP , ΓP , σ̂P ,TP 〉, where
– ΛP is a finite set of local states.
– ΓP is a finite set of global states.
– σ̂P ∈ ΛP × ΓP is the initial state.
– TP ⊆ ΛP ×ΓP ×ΛP × ΓP is a transition relation that prescribes how
a pair of a local and global states transitions to another pair of local
and global states.

Given an LGFSM P , and f ≥ 1, the parameterized library system
Pf consists of an interleaving composition of f instances of P , where all
the instances share the same global states. Formally, Pf is a finite state
machine 〈ΣPf

, σ̂Pf
,TPf

〉, where
– ΣPf

are (f+1)-tuples in ΛP
f ×ΓP . For a state σ = 〈l1, l2, . . . , lf , g〉 in

ΣPf
, we define projection operators σ(i), for 1 ≤ i ≤ f + 1 to extract

the components of σ.
– σ̂Pf

is 〈l̂, l̂, . . . , l̂, ĝ〉, where 〈l̂, ĝ〉 = σ̂P and the |σ̂Pf
| = f + 1.
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– TPf
⊆ ΣPf

× ΣPf
is a set of transitions, such that

〈〈l1, l2, . . . , lf , g〉, 〈l′1, l′2, . . . , l′f , g′〉〉 if for some 1 ≤ i ≤ f , we have
that τ = 〈〈li, g〉, 〈l′i, g′〉〉 ∈ TP , and for all j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ f and
i �= j, we have that lj = l′j. We say that the second state of the tran-
sition is the image of the first state under the transition. Formally,
〈l′1, l′2, . . . , l′f , g′〉 = Image(〈l1, l2, . . . , lf , g〉, τ).
A sequence σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, . . . , σj over ΣPf

is a trajectory of Pf if (1)
σ0 = σ̂Pf

, and (2) for all 0 ≤ i < j, we have 〈σi, σi+1〉 ∈ TPf
. A state σ is

reachable in Pf if there exists a trajectory that ends in σ. A global state
g ∈ ΓP is reachable in Pf if there exists a reachable state σ in Pf such
that σ(f + 1) = g.

2.2 Decidability of the Reachability Problem

An instance of the parameterized reachability problem for software li-
braries consists of an LGFSM P and a global state g ∈ ΓP . The answer
to the parameterized reachability problem is “yes” if there exists some
f ≥ 1 such that g is reachable in Pf , and “no” otherwise.

We exploit two characteristics of LGFSM models. First, in an PLS ,
each state transition can change the local state component of at most one
LGFSM . Because of this restriction, it is not possible for an arbitrary
number of clients to change their local states in a single instant in a
PLS .1 Second, because the size of the global state component is bounded
and the number of clients unbounded, it is not possible for clients to
communicate their identity to each other through the global state.

We give an upper bound to the number of threads we need to consider,
in order to to decide the global state reachability problem for LGFSMs . In
the sequel, we denote the number of global states in a LGFSM (|ΓP |) by
m and the number of local states (|ΛP |) by n. The proofs of the following
theorems are presented in [BCR00] and omitted here for brevity.
Theorem 1. Let P be an LGFSM with m global states and n local
states. Let g ∈ ΓP . For all f ≥ 1, global state g is reachable in Pf iff g is
reachable by a trajectory of length at most m(n+1)! in Pf .
Corollary. Let P be an LGFSM with m global states and n local states.
A global state g is reachable in Pf for some f ≥ 1 iff g is reachable in
Pm(n+1)! .
Theorem 2. An instance of the parameterized reachability problem with
a LGFSM that has m global states and n local states can be decided de-
terministically in space O(((n+2)!log(m))2) and time O(2((n+2)!log(m))2 ).
1 This is consistent with the interleaving semantics usually given to threads.
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2.3 Relationship Between PLS and Petri Nets

The relationship between PLS and Petri net (PN) models of computation
is underscored by the following two claims.
Claim 1. Given an LGFSM P , we can construct a Petri net PN , and a
mappping γ such that for all f ∈ IN, γ maps every reachable state of Pf

to a reachable state of PN .
Claim 2. An instance of the parameterized reachability problem for soft-
ware libraries can be reduced to an instance of the coverability problem
for Petri nets.

The justifications for the claims are quite simple and are left as an
exercise for the reader. The decidability of the coverability problem for
PNs has been known since [KM69]. Combined with claim 2, this result
gives another proof for the decidability of the parameterized reachability
problem for software libraries.

3 The Rockall Memory Manager

In this section, we describe the Rockall memory manager and our
boolean program and LGFSM models of it.

3.1 A Quick Tour of Rockall

Rockall is a configurable thread-safe object-oriented memory manager.
The basic data structure that Rockall uses for managing memory is the
“bucket”. Each bucket is responsible for allocating chunks of memory of
a particular size. Buckets are arranged in a tree-like hierarchy. When a
bucket runs out of memory, it requests a larger chunk of memory from
its parent and then breaks up this big chunk into smaller chunks (cor-
responding to its own size), which it can then allocate as needed. The
bucket at the root of this hierarchy gets its memory directly from the
operating system. The number of buckets, their allocation sizes, and the
tree hierarchy can be configured by the user at startup.

Rockall has a number of other features that are pertinent to our
modeling. First, unlike most memory managers, Rockall maintains all
information regarding the allocated memory chunks (two bits per chunk)
separately in its own data structure (a hash table) rather than padding
the memory chunk given to the user process with these bits. This pre-
vents the user process from accidentally (or intentionally) trampling on
the manager’s data. This information is required for Rockall to deter-
mine which bucket a memory chunk was allocated from when memory is
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deallocated. Several locks are used in Rockall to ensure that each thread
sees a consistent view of memory and also to achieve high performance.

The critical safety property of Rockall that we want to ascertain is
the following : no memory location should be allocated or deallocated
by Rockall twice or more in succession. In other words, allocation and
deallocation of every memory location should occur alternately. Since
each chunk of memory is treated independently by Rockall, the actual
addresses of the memory chunks are not important for the verification of
this property. So we do away with the address values completely. Thus, the
models abstract the behavior of Rockall w.r.t. a single chunk of memory.
Also, we consider a scenario where Rockall has only two buckets, B0 and
B1, where B1 is B0’s parent. Even with these restrictions, the abstract
models for Rockall are of non-trivial complexity.

A point to be noted here is that the models are conservative abstrac-
tions of Rockall w.r.t. sequences of allocation/deallocation of a memory
location. In other words, for every sequence of allocation/deallocation of
a memory location done by Rockall, there exists an identical sequence
of allocation/deallocation done by each of the models. In particular this
applies also to sequences which violate the desired safety property. Thus
the fact that either of the models does not violate the safety property
implies that Rockall does not violate it.

3.2 Boolean Program Model

We first describe an abstract Boolean Program model for Rockall. There
are nine global boolean variables in this model:

– B0 lock : locks bucket B0, protects variable B0 allocated ; must be
acquired before B0 can allocate or deallocate a chunk ; initially free
(the variable has the value false).

– B1 lock : locks bucket B1, protects variables B1 allocated and
B1 subdivided ; must be acquired before bucket B1 can allocate or
deallocate a chunk ; initially free.

– newpage lock : must be acquired before the ownership of a chunk is
transferred from one bucket to another ; protects variables available
and find ; initially free.

– find lock : must be acquired before the hash table is searched to find
the bucket that owns a chunk and before the ownership of a chunk
is transferred from one bucket to another, as the hash table will be
updated as a result (newpage lock comes before find lock in the lock
order).
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– B0 allocated : true if bucket B0 has allocated its chunk to the user
process, otherwise false; initially false.

– B1 allocated : true if bucket B1 has allocated its chunk to bucket B0
or to the user process, otherwise false; initially false.

– B1 subdivided : true if bucket B1 has allocated its chunk to bucket
B0, otherwise false; initially false.

– available : true if bucket B1 has the right to allocate the chunk, false
if bucket B0 has the right to allocate it ; initially true.

– find : true if bucket B1 holds the chunk, false if bucket B0 holds it;
models the hash table ; initially true.

The boolean program abstraction of Rockall contains seven procedures,
whose behavior we summarize below:

– B0 New(): models the allocation of a chunk to the user by bucket B0 ;
returns true if a successful allocation occurs and false otherwise ; calls
the procedure FetchFromB1() in the case that B0 has no available
memory and needs to get memory from B1 before completing the
allocation request.

– FetchFromB1() : models the allocation of B1’s chunk to B0 ; returns
true if a successful allocation occurs and false otherwise.

– B1 New() : models the allocation of B1’s chunk to the user ; returns
true if a successful allocation occurs and false otherwise.

– B0 Delete() : models the deallocation of B0’s memory chunk ; returns
true if a successful deallocation occurs and false otherwise, and calls
the procedure GiveToB1() in case B0 needs to return the chunk to
B1 after the deallocation.

– GiveToB1() : models the return of the chunk by B0 to B1.
– B1 Delete() : models the deallocation of B1’s chunk ; returns true if
a successful deallocation occurs and false otherwise.

3.3 Instrumented Program

Recall that we want to check if no memory location should be allocated or
deallocated by Rockall twice or more in succession. We add the following
instrumentation to our Rockall model, in order to reduce the problem of
checking this safety property to a problem of checking an invariant.

We add two variables safe0 and safe1 to the boolean program. These
variables summarize the allocation/deallocation behavior seen so far:

– if both variables are false then there have been an equal number of
alternating allocations and deallocations;
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– if safe1 is false and safe0 is true then there has been an additional
allocation;

– if safe1 is true and safe0 is false then there has been an additional
deallocation;

– finally, if both variables are true then there have been two or more
successive allocations or deallocations (this is the error state)

Part of the instrumentation is a new procedure UpdateState() that
updates the two shared variables safe1 and safe0 in accordance with the
allocation/deallocation that has occurred and the above-mentioned pro-
tocol for updating these two variables. It is called every time a successful
allocation/deallocation occurs.

3.4 Translation to LGFSM

Since the boolean model does not have any recursion, it can easily be
transformed to a finite state model by inlining all procedure calls. An
LGFSM abstraction of Rockall was obtained by automatically inlining
the procedures of the boolean program. Local variables are used to explic-
itly track important control locations in the boolean program (which are
implicit in the boolean program representation). The abstract LGFSM
for Rockall has eleven global variables and eight local variables. Let us
denote the set of global variables by γP and the set of local variables by
λP . We then have m = |ΓP | = 2|γP | = 2048 and n = |ΛP | = 2|λP | = 256.

4 The Beacon Tool

The decidability result from Section 2 is of theoretic interest only, as it is
infeasible to explicitly check all trajectories of length 2mn! even for small
values ofm and n. We have implemented an algorithm which has the effect
of exploring all such trajectories but employs certain key optimizations
to reduce the amount of exploration required. In this section, we present
the algorithm and prove that the optimizations are sound and complete.
Although the algorithm could, in the worst case, still explore all trajec-
tories of length at most 2mn!, the optimizations seem to be extremely
effective in practice.

The Beacon tool was able to verify the desired safety property of
Rockall for an arbitrary number of threads. It ran on a 800 MHz Pen-
tium III machine with 512 MB of RAM and took about 240 minutes to
complete. In the process it explored roughly 2 million states. The com-
plexity result of section 2 implies that (in the worst case) the algorithm
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might check all trajectories of length at most 2 × 2048256! which is of
the order of 1010

600
. The fact that Beacon managed to verify the prop-

erty indicates that the optimization techniques we employ might be quite
effective in practice.2

4.1 The Algorithm

We start by defining an alternate representation for the states of a PLS
Pf . As before, let m = |ΓP | and let n = |ΛP |. A state σ of Pf , for any
f ≥ 1, can be represented as (n+1)-tuple θ ∈ INn ×ΓP . where the global
states of σ and θ are the same, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the i-th component of
θ is equal to the number of times li occurs in σ. Formally, we have (1)
θ(n + 1) = σ(f + 1) , and (2) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, θ(i) is equal to the number
of occurrences of Λi in σ. The advantage of this alternate representation
is that it provides a uniform way to represent the states of Pf for all f .

Representing Infinite Sets of States with Configurations. The
number of reachable states of Pf for all f , is potentially infinite. We
use the following trick to represent certain infinite sets of states. We
allow a special symbol ∗ in our state representation to implicitly rep-
resent the set of all natural numbers. Formally, a configuration is an
element of the set {IN ∪ {∗}}n × ΓP . Note that every state is a con-
figuration. A configuration θ which contains one or more occurrences of
∗, is interpreted to represent the infinite set of states obtained by re-
placing each occurrence of ∗ by some natural number. For example, if
n = 4, then the configuration 〈3, ∗, 0, ∗, g〉 represents the set of states
{〈3, i, 0, j, g〉|i ∈ IN, j ∈ IN}. Note that we cannot use this trick to repre-
sent any infinite set of states compactly. For example, we cannot represent
the set of states {〈3, 2i, 0, 5, g〉|i ∈ IN} using a configuration.

We define two unary operators Inc and Dec over the domain IN∪{∗}.
If k ∈ IN then Inc(k) = k + 1, and Dec(k) = k − 1. For k = ∗, we
have Inc(∗) = Dec(∗) = ∗. Let θ1 = 〈k1, k2, . . . , ki, . . . , kj . . . , kn, g〉 be a
configuration. Consider i, j such that ki > 0 and τ = 〈〈g, li〉, 〈g′, lj〉〉 ∈ TP .
Then, the image of θ1 under τ is defined as

Image(θ1, τ) = 〈k1, k2, . . . ,Dec(ki), . . . , Inc(kj), . . . , kn, g′〉
2 We had initially attempted to verify the safety property for a fixed number of threads
of the LGFSM using SMV [McM]. We wrote descriptions of the composition of a
fixed number of threads of the LGFSM in the SMV language and tried to model
check the safety property using Cadence’s SMV tool. However the tool was unable
to verify the property for more than 4 threads when run on the above mentioned
machine.
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We note that the image operator is distributive with respect to the
states in a configuration. That is, Image(θ1, τ) exactly represents the set
{σ2 | ∃σ1 ∈ θ1.σ2 = Image(σ1, τ)}.

We extend the comparison operators ≤ and < to operate over the nat-
ural numbers extended with ∗. Let ≤IN and <IN be the usual comparison
operators in IN. Let i, j be in IN ∪ {∗}. We say that i ≤ j if (1) j = ∗, or
(2) i, j ∈ IN and i ≤IN j. We say that i < j if (1) j = ∗ and i ∈ IN, or (2)
i, j ∈ IN and i <IN j.

Given two configurations Ω1, and Ω2 , we say that Ω2 covers Ω1

, written Ω1 ≤ Ω2 if (1) Ω1(n + 1) = Ω2(n + 1), and (2) for every
1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that Ω1(i) ≤ Ω2(i). We say that Ω2 dominates Ω1,
written Ω1 < Ω2, if (1) Ω1 ≤ Ω2, and (2) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have that
Ω1(i) < Ω2(i). Note that if Ω1 ≤ Ω2, then all the global states reachable
from Ω1 are also reachable from Ω2.

Let Ω1 and Ω2 be two configurations such that Ω1 < Ω2. Then, we de-
fine Closure(Ω1, Ω2) to be the configuration Ω3 obtained in the following
way:

– Ω3(n+ 1) = Ω1(n+ 1) = Ω2(n+ 1), and
– for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if Ω1(i) = Ω2(i), then Ω3(i) = Ω1(i), otherwise

Ω3(i) = ∗.

The Algorithm and Its Properties. Figure 1 presents our algorithm
for the parameterized reachability problem. The algorithm constructs a
reachability graph 〈Reachv ,Reache 〉, where Reachv is a set of vertices,
and Reache is a set of directed edges. Each vertex in Reachv is a config-
uration (we use the terms “vertex”, and “configuration” interchangeably
in the ensuing description). We maintain a worklist of unexplored con-
figurations. The worklist is initialized with the initial configuration. The
algorithm proceeds by picking a configuration c from the worklist and in-
vestigating every transition τ enabled in c (which leads to a configuration
d). If d is covered by an existing reachable configuration a then no new
global states can be reached from d that could not be reached from a, so
d is “dropped”. Instead, if d dominates a configuration a from which d is
reachable then a compression step is possible (lines [5-8]). Otherwise, d is
added to the set of reachable configurations and is added to the worklist.
Three properties remain to be proved about this algorithm:

– Completeness: Every reachable state in Pf for all f is contained in
some configuration reached by the algorithm.
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WorkList := {θ}, where let σ̂P = 〈li, g〉 in
θ(n + 1) = g,
θ(i) = ∗, and
θ(j) = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j �= i

Reachv := WorkList
Reache := {}
while (Nonempty (WorkList)) do

c := Remove (WorkList)
foreach transition τ enabled in c

[1] d := Image(c, τ )
[2] if there exists a vertex a ∈ Reachv such that d ≤ a then
[3] drop d and do nothing
[4] elsif there exists a vertex a ∈ Reachv such that a < d and

there is a path from a to d through edges in Reache then
[5] e := Closure(a, d)

let V be the set of vertices reachable so far from a (excluding a) in
delete vertices from V from WorkList and Reachv

[6] delete edges connecting to/from vertices in V from Reache

[7] replace a with e in Reachv and Reache

[8] add e to WorkList
else

[9] Reachv := Reachv ∪ {d}
[10] Reache := Reache ∪ 〈c, d〉
[11] add d to WorkList

if ;
endfor

endwhile

Fig. 1. Algorithm for global state reachability in a PLS .

– Soundness: Every state contained in configurations reached by the
algorithm is reachable in Pf for some f .

– Termination: The algorithm terminates.

The proofs of these properties are similar to proofs of the minimal
coverability graph algorithm for Petri Nets presented in [Fin93]. They
are presented in [BCR00] and omitted here for brevity.

4.2 Implementation Details

Below we summarize some key features of the implementation of the
Beacon tool:

– Beacon constructs a reachability tree instead of a graph by ensuring
that the same state is not explored more than once. Maintaining a
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tree makes it much easier to perform the check in step [4] since there
can be at most one trajectory between two vertices in a directed tree.

– The reachability tree is constructed in a depth-first manner. We are
currently experimenting with a breadth-first implementation.

– We represent ∗ by the largest unsigned integer. While computing the
image in step [1] we check for overflows. In our experiments we have
found that the non-zero local state counts are either ∗ or small inte-
gers.

– The representation of ∗ as a finite integer coupled with the overflow
check automatically puts a bound on the length of any explored tra-
jectory, and hence on the running time of Beacon. The bound on the
length of the trajectory is much smaller than what is required by the
result of section 2 but we have found it to be more than sufficient for
Rockall. This bound can be increased to an arbitrary level simply by
using a larger value for ∗.

– A configuration could be represented as an array of n unsigned inte-
gers. However we discovered that most of these counts are actually
zero in the explored states. To reduce space requirements, we use a
sparse representation where we only maintain the non-zero local state
counts along with the corresponding local states.

5 Related Work

Petri nets (PNs) [Pet62] were introduced in 1962 by C. A. Petri in his
doctoral dissertation. A few years later, Karp and Miller [KM69] inde-
pendently proposed Vector Addition Systems (VASs) for analyzing the
properties of parallel program schemata. Ultimately it was realized that
they are mathematically equivalent. An excellent survey of PNs, VASs,
and various decidability issues relating to them can be found in [EN94].
Over the years several other models were proposed for representing infinite
state systems. Many of them, like timed PNs were extensions to PNs, and
some, like VASSs, were shown to be mathematically equivalent to VASs.
There has been a lot of interesting work on decidability of problems like
reachability and coverability for infinite-state systems [ACJYK96, AJ97].
Very recently, there has been a remarkable attempt at trying to unify a
diverse set of infinite-state systems having similar decidability properties
under a single framework of well-structured transition systems [FS00].

The coverability problem for VASs has been known to be decidable
since [KM69]. But the algorithm proposed there is notorious for its com-
plexity. It involves the construction of a coverability tree, and might
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require non-primitive recursive space in the worst case. Lipton [Lip76]
proved that deciding the coverability problem for VASs requires at least
exponential space in the size of the VAS. More specifically, Lipton showed
that for some constant d > 0, the problem cannot be decided in space
2d

√
n. His lower bounds are valid even if one only considers input whose

vectors have components of value -1, 0, or 1. Nobody has been able to
propose an algorithm that matches Lipton’s lower bound. Rackoff [Rac78]
gave a near-optimal algorithm that requires space bounded by an expo-
nential of nlog(n), where n is the size of the VAS. Unfortunately, Rack-
off’s algorithm is impractical for even VASs of moderate size. Accord-
ing to [FS00], all implemented algorithms for the coverability problem
[Fin90, Fin93] use Karp and Miller’s coverability tree, or the coverability
graph, or some complex forward-based method. The work most related to
ours is the construction of the minimal coverability graph for PNs given
by Finkel [Fin93]. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not
been applied to the parameterized verification of multi-threaded software
libraries, and has not succeeded on a design as large as Rockall. The
Petri net for the PNCSA communication protocol used in [Fin93], for
example, has only 31 places and 36 transitions.

The link between PNs and parameterized networks has also been
known for a long time. German and Sistla investigated temporal logic
model checking of parameterized networks [GS92]. Out of the two mod-
els presented by them, one is comparable to PLS . The algorithm they
present for this model is based on Rackoff’s algorithm and has double-
exponential time complexity. There has also been significant research on
model checking of programs written in languages like Java which sup-
port multi-threading [CDH+00, HP00]. These approaches however con-
centrate on general Java programs and do not consider arbitrary numbers
of threads. They impose an apriori bound on the number of threads in
order to do model checking.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a model called LGFSM for representing
multi-threaded libraries. Using the model, we have been able to extend
well-known complexity results and algorithms from the domain of PNs
and VASs to multi-threaded software libraries. We have implemented our
algorithm in a tool called Beacon and use it to verify critical safety prop-
erties of an industrial-strength memory manager called Rockall. Below
we summarize some interesting and challenging research directions:
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– The current implementation of Beacon could be optimized further. In
particular, it would be interesting to see if data structures employed in
similar algorithms for verification of cache coherence protocols [EN96,
Del00] can be used in the domain of LGFSMs .

– As mentioned before, we believe that in most concurrent programs
the interaction between threads is regular can be captured using fi-
nite state machines. One of the major challenges in software model
checking is extracting this finite state behavior (sometimes called a
synchronization skeleton) from concurrent program descriptions. Of-
ten the actual program description is too large to be verified, and the
synchronization skeleton is sufficient to decide the property of interest.
We are interested in extracting such finite state models automatically
and efficiently.

– Another challenging problem is to efficiently check refinement between
a LGFSM and a boolean program. The motive behind doing this is
that if we prove a safety property about a LGFSM and then prove
that the LGFSM is refined by a C program, we could conclude that
the safety property holds for the C program also.

– Finally we would also like to develop parameterized verification tech-
niques for other, slightly more relaxed models. For example we would
like to model PLS where the threads have a sense of identity of them-
selves and others, say through a thread identifier.
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